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PART A ( 20 marks)

Note: There are 5 questions. Answer any 4 out of the 5 questions.

Q1. AOI using concept hierarchies.



Q2. Clustering vs. Outlier analysis.

Q3. Correlation Rules based on “Lift” equation.
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Q4. Subjective Measures of interestingness.

Q5. Multidimensional Association Rules.
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PART — B (15 marks)

Note: Answer 1 out of 2 questions.

Q6. Binning is an important process in dealing with noisy data and data volume. Use the
following data that stands for prices of commonly sold items by xyz corp. The numbers in
sorted order are: 1, 1, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 8, 8, 10, 10, 10, 10, 12, 14, 14, 14, 15, 15, 15, 15,
15, 15, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 21, 21, 21, 21, 25, 25, 25,
25, 28, 28, 30, 30, 30.

Assume we want 4 bins.

a) Find the bins using a distance based method to decide the bin boundaries. (You may
remember that MaxDiff is such a method).
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b) Use Equidepth method to determine the bins.

c) Compare the above methods in terms of advantages and disadvantages for data mining.
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Q7. Supposethat a data warehousefor Big-University consistsof the following four di-
mensions:student,course,semester,andinstructor, andtwo measurescountandavg_grade.
Whenat thelowestconceptuallevel (e.g.,for a givenstudent,course,semester,andinstructor
combination),theavg_grademeasurestorestheactualcoursegradeof thestudent.At higher
conceptuallevels,avg_gradestoresthe averagegradefor the given combination.

(a) Draw a snowflakeschemadiagramfor the datawarehouse.

(b) Startingwith thebasecuboid[student,course,semester,instructor], what specificOLAP
operations(e.g.,roll-up from semesterto year) shouldoneperformin orderto list theaverage
gradeof CS coursesfor eachBig-Universitystudent.

(c) If eachdimensionhas five levels (including all), such as student< major < status<
university < all, how many cuboidswill this cube contain (including the baseand apex
cuboids)?
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(d) Explain the meaning of term “footprint” using the answer you gave to part (b) above.

PART C (40 marks)

Answer both questions.

Q8. Suppose we want to cluster the following 6 points into 4 clusters:
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a) Use first four points as starting centroids. Show understanding of k-means method by
showing two interations.
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b) Use AGNES method to find the clusters.

c) Compare advantages and disadvantages of the above two approaches.

d) In what ways can k—mediod be more advantageous compared to either of the above
two methods.
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Q9.

Customer ID Height Hair Eyes Credit Rating
��� short dark blue B
��� tall dark blue B
��� tall dark brown B
��� tall red blue A
��� short blond blue A
��	 tall blond brown B
��
 tall blond blue A
��� short blond brown B

Using data set given in the above table. And let the credit rating be the class label attribute.

(a) What is the naive prediction with respect to credit rating A and B? Provide the prediction
accuracy.

(b) Derive an optimal decision rule based on the naive Bayesian classification. Show all the
concrete computation results of your derivation.
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(c) Predict the credit rating for a new customer who is short, has red hair and blue eyes.
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